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teachers have been using online communication in the language classroom for more

than ten years now from an investigation of the experiences of dozens of teachers around

the world who have used the internet in language teaching warschauer 1995a 1995b

1996c 1996d a few common guidelines emerge that can assist teachers in successfully

planning and implementing network based learning projects

guidelines

readers will note that these guidelines are independent of the particular technological

tools being used As has been noted elsewhere technology is developing so rapidly that
it can often be difficult or even overwhelming to harness somewhat like trying to get a
drink of water from a gushing fire hydrant warschauer 1995b p xv in order to make

effective use of new technologies teachers must thus take a step back and focus on some

basic pedagogical requirements the following guidelines are designed to help teachers

implement computer network based activities technologies into the second language

classroom

1 consider carefully your goals

there are several possible reasons for using the internet in language teaching one
rationale is found in the belief that the linguistic nature of online communication is

desirable for promoting language learning it has been found for example that electronic

discourse tends to be more lexically and syntactically complex than oral discourse

warschauer 1996a and features a broad range of linguistic functions beneficial for

language learning chun 1994 kemkern 1995 wang 1993 another possible reason for

using the internet is that is creates optimal conditions for learning to write since it

provides an authentic audience for written communication see for example janda 1995

A third possible reason is that it can increase students motivation warschauer 1996c

A fourth possible reason is the belief that learning computer skills is essential to students

future success this reason suggests that it is only a matter of using the internet to learn

english but also of learning english to be able to function well on the internet
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none of these reasons are more or less legitimate than any of the others however
since there are so many ways to integrate the internet into classroom instruction it is

important for the teacher to clarify his or her goals if for example one of the teachers
goals is to teach students new computer skills the teacher may want to choose internet
applications which will be most useful to them outside of the classroom with activities

structured so that students steadily gain mastery of more skills if the immediate goal is

to create a certain kind of linguistic environment for students once again the teacher

should consider what types of language experiences would be beneficial and structure

computer activities accordingly if the goal is to teach writing internet activities should

be structured so that they steadily bring about an increase in the types of writing processes

and relationships essential to becoming a better writer see for example seven activities by

janda in warschauer 1995b

As will be discussed further below little is usually gained by just adding random

online activities into a classroom clarifying course goals is thus an important first step

toward successful use of the internet

2 think integration

most teachers who have used the internet have started out with some kind of simple

key pal computer pen pal exchanges and most teachers who have used these exchanges

have felt something lacking simply put there is no more reason to except a significant

educational outcome from simply creating a pen pal connection than there is from simply

bringing two students into a room and asking them to talk over time greater involvement
on the teachers part in creating learning activities that create sufficient linguistic and

cognitive demands on the student is needed to get maximum benefit from internet
exchanges and as a number of people have noted this teacher intervention is most

successful when it brings about activities and projects that are well integrated into the

course curriculum as a whole

bruce roberts the coordinator of the intercultural emailE mail classroom connections
IECC program explained this point well

there is a significant difference in educational outcome depending

on whether a teacher chooses to incorporate mailemaile classroom

connections as 1 an ADDONADD ON process like one would include a

guest speaker or 2 an integrated process in the way one

would include a new textbook the emaile mail classroom connections

seems sufficiently complex and time consuming that if there are

goals beyond merely having each student send a letter to a person

at a distant school the ADDONADD ON approach can lead to frustration
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and expected academic results the necessary time and resources
come from other things that also need to be done on the other

hand when the mailemaile classroom connection processes are truly

integrated into the ongoing structure of homework and classroom
interaction then the results can be educationally transforming in

warschauer 1995a p 95

of course there are many ways that internet activities can be integrated into the

overall design and goals of a course see sayers 1993 for a good overview theirhe teacher

can work with students to create research questions which are then investigated in

collaboration with foreign partners students and long distant partners can work

collaboratively on publications or students can use exchange partners as experts to

supply information on vocabulary grammar or cultural points which emerge in the class

again the choice has to be made by the classroom teacher preferably in ongoing

consultation with the students nevertheless as roberts suggests above it does behoove
the teacher to think about how to integrate online connections into the class rather than

adding these connections on top of the rest of the classroom activities in a disconnected

fashion

3 dont underestimate the complexity

most english teachers even those who consider themselves computer novices have

several relative advantages when learning to use the internet they are in most cases

skilled at english experienced at typing or keyboarding and have some basic computer

literacy ie they probably have at least used a computer for word processing ESL

students on the other hand at least in some cases may lack these basic prerequisites

moughthough we have had students who are quite experienced with computers we have also had
students who had seldom used a computer lacked basic knowledge such as how to operate

a mouse or open a folder and lacked the vocabulary reading and listening skills to follow

instructions for using the computer

beyond these issues of learner preparation there are a number of other complexities

in introducing internet based activities in the ESL classroom activities in a single class

may be dependent on scheduling the computer lab and on students finding computers

outside the class time to continue their activities hardware and software can malfunction

and computer systems can be down students schedules might not permit them to return

to the computer lab at a time when computers are available to complete their assignments

exchanges between classes are even more complex the partner class might have

absent students or might not meet in a particular week due to holidays or other activities
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in that location the partner teacher might not have the same understanding of the nature

of the exchange and working through differences can cause further delays the students

might have differences in background language and experience which can cause further

complications

none of these potential problems mean that internet based activities shouldnt be

used but in attempting to integrate online teaching it is best not to be overly ambitious

in the beginning A situation which overwhelms both students and teacher in technical

difficulties is not likely to bring about the desired results it is better to start small and to

create the kinds of activities which have a direct purpose and are well integrated into

classroom goals if these activities prove successful you can build from there and attempt

a more ambitious plan the following semester

4 provide necessary support

mindful of the complexities which can arise in internet usage teachers need to

provide support sufficient to prevent students from being overwhelmed by difficulties

this kind of support can take numerous forms creating detailed handouts that students can

refer to when class is finished and the teachers personal help is not accessible building

technology training sessions into the class schedule not only in the beginning but on an

ongoing basis working with the computer center to set up logonlog on systems and other

procedures which are as simple and intuitive as possible assigning students to work in

pairs or groups both in and out of the lab so that they can provide assistance to each other
providing details to the students about how and when they can get assistance from

technology specialists or others on campus outside of class and being available to help
students at times when they are most likely to need it

5 involve students in decisions

the concept of a learner centered curriculum nunan 1987 predates and has broader

significance than the internet enhanced classroom however this concept seems

particularly important when considering network based teaching

first of all as indicated above network based teaching involves a number of special
complexities it will be difficult indeed for a teacher to be fully aware of the impact of
these complexities without regular consultation with students this might involve
anonymous surveys class discussions or similar means of involving students in

expressing their opinions about the process of implementing technologies

beyond that though the nature of computer mediated communication is that it creates
opportunities for more decentered interaction for summaries see warschauer 1996b

warschauer turbee & roberts 1996 to fully exploit these opportunities the teacher
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must learnleam to become a guide on the side rather than a sage on the stage A situation

which is based on communication between students but in which the students have little

say over the topics or outcomes of that communication is not likely to lead to the kind of

atmosphere optimal for language learning

As pointed out elsewhere warschauer turbee & roberts 1996 involving students

in determining the class direction does not imply a passive role for teachers teachers
contributions in a learner centered network enhanced classroom include coordinating

group planning focusing students attention on linguistic aspects of computer mediated

texts helping students gain metalinguisticmeta linguistic awareness of genres and discourses and

assisting students in developing appropriate learning strategies

an illustration from the classroom

an example of one network based class will illustrate several of the above points A

university instructor decided to organize her ESL advanced writing class largely around

network based exchanges class was conducted in a networked computer lab twice

weekly and in a regular classroom the remaining two classes weekly students shared

their writings in small groups within the class both via mailemaile and by exchanging rough

and final drafts of their essays they also carried out exchanges with native english
speaking partners at other universities in the united states and canada the activities

were carefully constructed around the teachers goals which were to give her students a
experience in learning to write in a variety of styles to a particular audience and b
frequent opportunities for feedback on the organization and structure of their writing from
peers and the teacher

unfortunately the teacher somewhat underestimated the complexity of the new

course design and both the teacher and the students consequently felt overwhelmed by the
many tasks the students a number of whom were from underdeveloped pacific island
communities and had little experience with computers could not keep up with their many
assignments which included lessons for learning keyboarding grammatical lessons

frequent small group writing activities letters to several key pals and formal essays

students felt somewhat frustrated and questioned the value of many of the assignments

fortunately the teacher implemented an important guideline listed above she listened

to her students and involved them in the decision making based on student feedback in

the middle of the semester the teacher streamlined the course activities focusing on the

activities which most carefully integrated the use of the internet with the goals of the
course and which also gave students more say over the direction of their writing the
students final projects included short autobiographical essays which were posted on the

world wide web a class video project which was directed by the students and shared with
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their exchange class and an in depth essay which incorporated research on the partners
culture compared with their own as gathered from the web and from emaile mail interviews
with their key pals at the end of the class students expressed pridepndeande in what they had

learned about writing and using computers one student from a small pacific village

commented now that its the end of the class the teacher could just give us anything

and I1 think I1 can write about it now I1 feel confident

conclusion

A paper of this length can not completely cover the topic of network based language

teaching further information on this topic is available in books see for example

warschauer 1995a warschauer 1995b and on the internet itself see for example

NETEACHNETEACHLL at httpthecitysfsueduhttp thecitythecity sfsusasu funwebneteachhtmedufunwebneteach htmham in the end though each

teacher will have to find her or his own way based on the goals of the teacher and the

program the needs of the students and the materials and technology available it is hoped

that the guidelines outlined in this paper can provide some assistance to teachers

attempting to optimally combine their own goals their students needs and the power of
the technology enhanced classroom
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